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theme in spring/summer magalog
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By ERIN SHEA

French leather goods and scarves maker Hermès is pushing its spring/summer “A
Sporting Life” campaign through artistic imagery and editorial content in its new mail
magalog.

The 130-page magalog contains Hermès products, advertisements and content to keep
consumers engaged in the lifestyle of the brand. Luxury marketers such as Saint Louis, La
Cornue, Bulthaup, Puiforcat and Louis Roederer placed ads in the back of the magazine.

"Hermès is the epitome of luxury," said Rony Zeidan, president and creative director
of RO New York. "The brand image has always reflected a poetic and art inspired story,
setting the standard of luxury communication.

"When you open an Hermès catalog, you expect to be carried away to another world," he
said. "That type of imagery and communication matters to the Hermès clientele and
aspirational consumer."

Mr. Zeidan is not affiliated with Hermès, but agreed to comment as an industry expert.

Hermès did not respond before press deadline.
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The sporting life

Keeping with Hermès’ spring/summer campaign theme, its magalog reflects the brand
lifestyle by showing off products worn on models who are active outdoors and with an
editorial focus on various sports.

The first couple of pages show off a variety of images of models wearing Hermès and
frolicking on the beach.

Introduction page

The remainder of the catalog contains a mixture of articles and Hermès fashion spreads.

The brand shows off its  men’s and women’s collections while keeping with the attitude of
its sporting life.

Spring/summer collection

The magalog also contains spreads for its Jour d’Hermès fragrance, swimwear,
accessories and homewear.
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Jour d’Hermès section

The editorial content showcases various lifestyles or Hermès products.

Articles cover topics including Émile Hermès Collection and Museum, the Retourner bag,
a terry-cloth printer, society’s attitude of winning in life, the basque pelota game, edible
seaweed, an essay by photographer Jacques Henri Lartigue and the Hermès  Foundation’s
support of performing arts.

Each editorial piece contains multiple large images to give readers an engaging
experience.

Seaweed recipe

Also, a few luxury brands placed ads toward the back of the magalog.
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Louis Roederer ad

The content and images add value to Hermès by creating a luxurious and engaging
consumer experience in this magalog.

"Luxury is about quality and detail and can be highlighted in many artistic media such as
video, photography, illustrations and computer-generated images," Mr. Zeidan said.

"It all revolves around storytelling, and the more you can tell in an image or video, the
greater the connection between the level of luxury and aspiration with the awareness or
intent on owning the product," he said.

"This ultimately creates a long-lasting loyalty factor."

Branded lifestyle

Other luxury marketers have created magalogs for their customers to become further
engaged with their brands.

For instance, New York department store Bergdorf Goodman placed an eight-page spread
for its Christian Dior boutique among other luxury advertisements and editorial content in
its spring collections print magazine that was mailed out to customers in March.

The 328-page spring collection magalog featured both men’s and women’s products on
alternate sides of the issue along with ads and editorial content on both sides (see story).

Also, Clive Christian, Chopard, Y.Co Yachts, Ulysse Nardin, Breitling, St. Regis and other
luxury advertisers targeted Bentley owners and enthusiasts in the spring issue of the
automaker’s North American magazine.

Many of the advertisers took out two-page spreads that featured large images and
paragraphs of text to show off high-end products in the 92-page oversize magazine (see
story).

These magalogs can help show consumers the lifestyle of a brand.

"Communication is a form of habit and evolution," Mr. Zeidan said.
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"Consumers nowadays are exposed to a lot of lifestyle and editorial content surrounding
a brand and accompanying product communication whether online, in print catalogs or
even in store," he said.

"Hermès tends to focus and pride themselves on craftsmanship and the métier of leather,
thus resulting in a longer lasting storytelling process."

Final take

Erin Shea, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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